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What is Synexcoin

Synexcoin is a pure investment token.
The special thing about our token is that when you hold the tokens,
you benefit from a fixed interest rate from 5% per Month in shares
from the trading pool in BTC.
Token holders benefit from a fixed 5% rising of the token price, the
trading pool will be started on 01/05/2018.
There are many projects, why should we be different?
We are one of the few projects who are not interested to make profit
only with the customer's money, we want to make a profit together.
That's why we set up a big trading pool for the token holders.
Many projects spend money on advertising, marketing and other
costs.
We invest 100% of the funds in our trading pool for the investor and
pay the holders a fixed 5% interest rate each month from this pool.

How can I make profit
We are NOT a lending platform, you can sell your tokens at any time
or buy new trough our platform, there are no deadlines, you can take
your money back at any time.
The starting price of the token is fixed at 0.0001 BTC and will increase
steadily by 5% each month.
This means that every holder can generate a passive income only with
just holding the tokens.
You can only redeem or buy new tokens during our website for a fixed
BTC price, tokens can only be redeemed for BTC.
To enter the pool you need to pay a entry fee of 5% from your
invested BTC amount, but if you hold your tokens until the first of a
month you get 5% interest and so you can compensate the entry fees.
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Team

Founder & CEO
Richard Walter
Sales and marketing manager skills, educated and
knowledge of telecommunication services, working
since 2009 as crypto-expert and involved in the
international mining market.
Work`s with trading partners around the globe to make
crypto mainstream.
Support languages in english, croatian and german

Co-founder
Dave Fontana jun.
Educated in human resources management in Switzerland,
Diploma in computer science studies, Diploma of
Cambridge.
Working experiences in UK, USA, Switzerland,
Germany and France
from 1993 - 2017
Support languages in english, french, italien and german

Last Project & Social Media
For our last project "Synexcoin" we unfortunately choose a wrong
time and therefore decided to make "Synexcoin 2.0".
Our last project was not yet fully developed and was more of a test
phase and still we are very happy to have found so many interested in
our last project.
We gave a 100% Bonus to our last ICO participants as a thank for the
trust of the community in our project.
Our total amount earned was 937.9989 ETH and we repaid 1875.9978
ETH in total.
Thanks to all who participated from our last project.
Website
www.synexcoin.com
Telegram
https://t.me/synexcoin_com
Medium
https://medium.com/@synexcoin
Twitter
https://twitter.com/synexcoin

